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Subject: Community Safety Report

To: Bellshill & District Area Partnership

From: Housing & Social Work Services
Strathclyde Police
Strathclyde Fire & Rescue

1

introduction

1.I

The purpose of this report is to update members of the Bellshill and District Partnership
regarding the current joint work which is taking place between the Anti Social Task Force,
Strathclyde Police, Strathclyde Fire & Rescue in the Bellshill and District area. The report
also provides the partnership with statistical information in respect of the three partners.

2

Background

2.1

The Area partnership has previously been presented with three separate reports from the
Anti-Social Task Force, Strathclyde Police and Strathclyde Fire & Rescue which have
highlighted the work which each agency and service have been involved in, relative to
community safety within the Bellshill & district area.

2.2

This new joined up report is the first of future proposed reports which will clearly show the
work which is being undertaken, jointly to address issues of community safety within
neighbourhoods and to highlight the robust partnership approach to tackling anti-social
behaviour and issues of community safety.

2.3

The Scottish Government has recently advised Scottish Local Authorities and their partners
to produce partnership strategic assessments under the principles of the business model
known as the National Intelligence Model (NIM) and has issued guidance in this regard. The
NIM is currently used by all UK Police Forces and all Local Authorities in England and Wales
(a statutory requirement) and can be applied beyond crime and antisocial behaviour to
deliver more effective community safety and partnership working

3

Current Joint issues

-

Ward 13 Thorniewood
Two first warnings have been issued to residents in this area; the first was issued for fighting
that was witnessed by the Anti Social Task Force Team. The other was in relation to
excessive noise witnessed on stand by, both will be monitored and actioned as required by
the Anti-Social Task Force. No diversions have been made to mediation during this period
for ward 13.
In respect of Strathclyde Police, overall, during the period covered by this report, there has
been a general levelling of instances of youth related disorder. High profile Safer North
Lanarkshire/ Safer Scotland initiatives have continued in the Laburnum Road, Market place,
North Calder Road and “The Glen” resulting in a decrease in reports of youth disorder.
Numerous local actions have been undertaken during this period, including the use of
additional Public reassurance foot patrols which were deployed in Laburnum Road/ North
Calder Road. Community Safety Dept & Schools liaison officer continue to provide media
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input & anti violence presentations to local schools. This area will continue to be robustly
policed with additional resources when required to address any merging problems and
reassurance of the public.
Ward 14 - Bellshill
The Jewel Scheme in Bellshill suffers from a small group of prolific offenders. As a result of
robust policing and partnership working with ASTF and Local housing, over the past few
months, a good percentage of these persons have been dealt with through the justice
system and are currently remanded or residing outwith the area. There are still individuals
causing concern to residents within this area. The most persistent offender is subject of joint
actions by Police and Social Work and has been discussed at a recent Youth Offender
meeting. Reported Incidents of youth disorder, within the Jewel Scheme, have reduced
however this area continues to be given extra attention, for public reassurance and
continued monitoring to prevent a repercussion of youth disorder problems. The Bing area
has and will continue to receive extra supervision over the summer months to deter youths
drinking and causing annoyance.
The Anti Social Task Force aims to use preventative methods to avoid the escalation of
neighbour disputes. 2 cases have been referred to the Mediation service since April for the
Bellshill ward. An agreement has been reached between neighbours with issues relating to
noise in one of these cases, which should prevent further reporting. The other complainer felt
mediation was not necessary at this stage but may contact the service in the future should
the situation escalate.
Since April the Anti Social Task Force has issued a final warning to a resident for persistent
loud music, further action will be taken as necessary.
A first warning has also been issued to another resident in relation to loud music.

The recently formed problem solving group has looked at ways to improve the area of the
Jewel Scheme in relation to security and vandalism and address the issues of Community
Safety. The group is endeavouring to arrange summer ‘Fitba’ for the area.
Hattonrigg area has been the subject of additional patrols in relation to assaults and youth
disorder. Additional patrols were provided to target youth disorder and underage drinking
and young persons attempting to purchase alcohol. These actions have resulted in persons
charged with assault and drink related disorder. Community Police have had success in
detecting persons for vandalism/ graffiti around the school areas. Community Police have
utilised the Falcon Gun to influence driver behaviour in relation to speeding and seatbelt
offences .
Ward 15 - Mossend and Holytown
Four first warnings have been issued to residents in this area since the last report by the
Anti-Social Task Force with three of the warnings being issued in relation to loud music,
banging and shouting the other was in relation to youth disorder. The situation will be
monitored if further incidents occur within the next six months and final warnings will be
issued to the residents responsible.
A final warning has been issued to one resident in relation to loud banging, shouting and
throwing rubbish. The resident is being investigated and further action will be taken as
appropriate.

Four cases have been referred to mediation during this period; an agreement has been
reached in one case. Two have closed for the moment due to being provided with relevant
advice and assistance.
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During this period, the vicinity of Myrtle Drive Holytown & Spruce Way Holytown continued to
feature in terms of youth disorder, including drinking, littering, vandalism and breach of the
peace and Trail and Quad bikers being reported.
Local actions have focused additional patrols, from both Community Police, core shift and
public reassurance groups, in the area of Myrtle Drivel Redwood Road, Shirrel Road /Park,
Holytown.
Licensed premises have received particular attention in relation to underage drinkers with
Test Purchase operatives utilised.
The problem of Quad and Trail Bikes causing annoyance to resident in both Mossend and
Holytown has been addressed with additional patrols, with mutual aid provided by Road
Policing, off road bikes. Several persons reported for Road Traffic Offences and bikes seized
as productions.
Stone throwing continues to cause concern, in particular from the footbridge over A723. All
officers, in particular Community officers, are aware of this problem and remain committed to
achieving results regarding it.
The quality of life in this area remains a priority; therefore the above features will continue to
be monitored closely. Any reported incidents of youth disorder are highlighted and actioned
timeously for Community and core shift officers alike.
3.2

ViewDarWBellshill Youth Offender Meetinq
This local multi-agency meeting is involves representatives from various relevant agencies
such as Strathclyde Police, The Anti Social Task Force, Social Work Services, Active Steps
and the Children's Reporter. The purpose of the group is to discuss the persistent young
offenders under the age of 16 years within the local area who have come to the attention of
the Police, ASTF or Reporter, with a view to discussing each individual in detail and reaching
agreement on the best course of action for tackling the issues surrounding these individual's
behaviour and related problems. This group meets on a regular basis, normally every 6
weeks at the local Police office. Legislation requires Local Authorities to take a multi-agency
approach to decision making of the future and actions to be taken in relation to persistent
young offenders.
There are currently 2 young offenders discussed by key partners at the local meeting for
Viewpark and Bellshill who were both involved in serious crime and cause serious concerns
for all services who engage with them. On going hard measures are underway in order to
tackle the serious nature of behaviour and crimes committed by these individuals.
The positive improvements that can result from joint working is proof that persistent
offending is challenged and through planned work and interventions of agencies ensure that
preventative measures are being taken and work effectively when individuals engage. To
date these measures and discussions at regular meetings continue to monitor this progress.

4

Pro-active Initiatives

4.1

Blue Light Disco
Activities carried out in February 2008 which involved joint partnership working with the
following agencies:
0
Strathclyde Police
Fire and Rescue
0
North Lanarkshire Council
0
Bellshill YMCA
0
Crime prevention Panel
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0
0
0

Community Forum
NHS Lanarkshire
NLC Community Learning and Development
Coakley Bus Company

The second disco of the year was held in YMCA, Bellshill aimed at youngsters aged 12-18
years. Transport to and from the event being provided by Coakley Bus Company.
Positive reviews received. The intention being to continue with the disco’s on a regular
basis, the next disco being planned for September 2008.
4.2

Bellshill Street Fair
In May the annual Fare was held in Bellshill Main Street. This event was policed by
community Officers and passed without any noted incidents of disorder.

4.3

Jog Scotland
The jogging group has proved to be popular with considerable interest shown. The group
meets each Saturday and is also incorporated into the physical education activities in the
local schools. The group will continue for the foreseeable future.

4.4

FestivaIGala Day
During May the annual Viewpark Flower Festival took place with partnership involvement.
Once again this Festival was policed by community officers who reported it to be a success
with no noted incidents of disorder.

5

Recommendations

5.1

It is recommended that the LAP
(i) note the content of the report

-

North Lanarkshire Council Housing & Social Work Services
Strathclyde Fire & Rescue
Strathclyde Police
14 August 2008
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Appendix 1
Incidents of note/ Noteworthy Arrests: Ward 13
Beat 71:
0
15yr old male charged with littering
0
2, 17yr old and 1, 18yr old male charged with possession of Cannabis resin
and Herbal cannabis
0
14yr old schoolboy charged with setting fire to Aitkenhead primary school
football pitch.
Beat 72:
0
16yr old male arrested for Breach of the Peace and possession of cannabis
0
13, 14 &15yr old females all charged with Racial Breach of the peace at
takeaway premises.
17yr old male charged with possession of cannabis
22 and 25 yr old males charged with lighting fires in wooded area.
0
28yr old female charged possession of cannabis.
0
20yr old female charged with possession of tablets
0
2 males charged with a racial breach
0
3males, 2 females and 1 juvenile charged with assault on a 37yr old female
and a 12yr old girl
0
15yr old male charged with disqualified driving, no insurance and taking and
driving away of vehicle.
0
29yr old male charged with s57
0
2 youths charged with wilful fireraising
Beat 73:
22 yr old male charged with possession of herbal cannabis
23yr old female charged with drunk and incapable
0
43yr old male arrested for public indecency
0
1 female charged with counterfeit DVD and possession of 3.6g herbal
cannabis.
0
Following a large scale disturbance between groups of youths in open
ground, near to Old Edinburgh Road, 5 male youths between 13-18yrs were
charged with breach of the peace
0
males charged with theft by housebreaking
0
15yr old male charged with vandalism (graffiti)
~

~

Incidents of note/ Noteworthy Arrests: Ward 14
Beat 74:
0
2, 15yr old and 1, 16yr old arrested for breach of the peace
0
44yr old male charged with theft from a snack bar
0
Male charged with RT offences in relation to quad bike.
Beat 75:
0
Male charged with Breach of bail conditions
0
2 juveniles charged with Breach of the peace
0
2 males custody following assault
0
19yr old male was charged with littering offence
0
21yr old male charged with possession of cannabis
0
16yr old male charged with breach of the peace and resist arrest.
0
22yr old male charged with Breach of the peace and Police assault x 2
0
22yr old male charged with dangerous driving
0
2 youths charged with vandalism
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Beat 76:
0
15yr old male street drinker
a
25yr old male charged with possession Cannabis Resin.
a
18yr old male arrested wilful fireraising & s57
a
Male charged with 24 counts of theft, predominantly charity boxes.
a
52yr old female was charged with possession of Cannabis Resin.
0
21yr old male held custody for assault and possession of a knife
0
13yr old male charged with shoplifting
0
2 persons charged in relation to running of a brothel
a
25yr old female with possession of valium
0
32yr old female charged with possession of cannabis
0
17yr old male charged with possession of cannabis
0
22 yr old male charged with possession of and offensive weapon
0
19yr old female and 21,25,&43 yr old males charged with possession of
controlled drugs vandalism and police assault
0
40 yr old male charged with possession of cannabis
0
2, 14yr old females and 15yr old male charged with assault and Breach of the
Peace outside off sales premises.
0
3, 12yr olds charged with breaking school windows
Beat 77:
16yr old male charged with possession of cannabis
40yr old female was charged with assault and breach of the peace.
0
Known persistent offender arrested for assault and resist arrest.
14yr old schoolgirl charged with assault on another 14yr old girl on footpath
outside Lawmuir Primary.
0
23yr old male charged with offensive weapon
0
47yr old female charged with assault on 14yr old female
13yr old male charged with theft of money from a taxi
16yr old persistent offender and a 25yr old male were arrested for breach of
the peace, vandalism and resist arrest
0
18yr old male charged with assault on 19yr old female
0
18yr old male charged with breach of curfew bail conditions
0
19yr old male charged with possession of offensive weapon.
0
youth charged with theft from motor vehicle

Incidents of note/ Noteworthy Arrests: Ward 15
Beat 78:
0
male charged with possession of controlled drugs
0
Persistent youth offender charged with breach of the peace in known area of
local disorder.
0
25yr old male arrested for serious assault on a 56yr old male, was struck to
the head with a brick.
0
2, 13yr old males arrested for attempt housebreaking to garden sheds
0
13yr old male charged with possession of cannabis
a
32yr old male charged with possession of an offensive weapon
0
Shopkeeper and shop assistant charged with selling alcohol to underage
persons.
0
youths charged with housebreaking to shop premises
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Beat 80:
0
13yr old schoolboy charged with breach of the peace
0
1 male charged under licensing act
0
46 & 39yr old males charged with theft from industrial premises, with a retail
value of f 28000
0
27yr old female charged with possession of cannabis
0
2 males charged with racial breach of the peace
0
28yr old male charged with possession of cannabis
0
29yr old female charged with possession of valium and cannabis
0
3 youths charged with s57
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Appendix 2
Issues Relating to All Wards
Contest Strategy
Strathclvde Police continues to work with key partner agencies, government departments,
emergeky services, voluntary organisations and businesses to tackle issues relating to Terrorism,
and Extremism. This is known as the Contest Strategy, and has four main strands of activity.
Prevent: Prevention by means of tackling route causes of terrorism. Supporting Moderate Islam and
reforms to diminish support for terrorists and reach those individuals who may feel alienated or
persecuted.
Pursue: Those who commit acts of terrorism, and those who support them. Improving
understanding of terrorist networks, tracking and disruption, and bringing them to justice.
Protect: Public protection and the protection of UK interests remain important. By making better use
of protective security, efforts can be enhanced to reduce the opportunities for targets.
Prepare: Sound preparation for the consequences of a potential terrorist attack, with a multi agency
approach to deal with future attacks.
Divisional Control Strategv
ND Sub-Division continues to deliver the Divisional Control Strategy, with Disorder, Drugs and
Violence, being high priorities along with Child Protection, Terrorism and Serious/Organised Crime.
We continue to seek involvement from partners and the local community to positively impact on
community concerns.
Divisional Crime Reduction Strategy
Policing North Lanarkshire presents a real challenge to the division and our partner agencies. We
have finite resources yet demand for policing services continues to rise. In response to these
demands we implemented a significant change programme that has seen us strive towards greater
efficiency, increase our effectiveness and demonstrate ‘best value’ in all of our business areas.
The development of Problem Solving Coordination Units (PSCU’s), the introduction of the Variable
Shift Agreement (VSA) and current review of Divisional Headquarters functions have been
implemented to fully support frontline service delivery. However, one area that still requires review is
crime reduction.
Crime reduction is a key component to our overall operational capability and will be more
coordinated to compliment and support our intelligence and enforcement priorities. Crime reduction
is a core business area and will be included in the fortnightly Tactical Assessment and be subject to
the rigours of the Tasking and Coordination Group (T&CG) process and performance measures.
This Crime Reduction Strategy (CRS) will follow the policing priorities identified in the Divisional
Control Strategy and will therefore be the subject of an annual review.
Police- Divisional Patrol Policy
This Patrol Policy brings together various strands which support delivery of operational policing,
through the risk assessed patrol plan.

A patrol plan is an operational tool used by the Force to determine the number of resources required
for each core group shift period. The principle of patrol planning is to determine the number and
distribution of police resources required to meet policing objectives. This is achieved through the
use of historical data in relation to customer demand and through the analysis of projected impact
factors affecting policing. Patrol plans provide a risk assessment of policing requirements.
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For the purposes of patrol planning, the average work of a patrol officer, over a one-hour period, is
divided into three areas. Once analysis takes place of the amount of time an officer spends carrying
out each of these functions, the combination of this performance factor and the demand profile will
determine the number of resources that should be deployed.
Reactive Proactive Administrative -

Answering calls requesting the service of the police.
Directed patrol in line with tasking and co-ordinating.
General administration,training, court, enquiries etc

Officers on patrol in ‘N’ division will treat people as they themselves would expect to be
treated.
Police-Active Citizenship
We will continue to deliver the Citizenship and the Law Programme in local schools, which aims to
develop young people as active citizens and encourage them to take pride in their communities.
Other inputs to schools were aimed at discussing, with a view to reducing, disorder and violence.
Bellshill Sub-Division has a Schools Presentation Officer in position who will provide inputs to all
schools in the area.
Antisocial Behaviour
Joint working involving the Police, housing providers and NLC Anti-social Task Force has continued
in an effort to tackle recurring antisocial behaviour problems. This includes sharing of information,
joint visits to problem tenancies and instigating effective enforcement techniques. There are still
areas where better information-sharing could occur and these will be explored through the creation
of appropriate protocols.
Careers Scotland Emplovment Initiative
Strathclyde Police in partnership with Careers Scotland are offering young offenders the chance to
enter a programme of training for worklfurther education/employment in an effort to deter repeat
offending. The findings of this programme have been encouraging and a new referral card to initiate
the process, has been delivered by the Careers Scotland team. The Sub Division has now referred
19 individuals since adopting the scheme.

-

Police, Antisocial Task Force -Careers Scotland Initiative ND Sub Division
This project involves a partnership between North Lanarkshire Council, Careers Scotland and
Strathclyde Police. The objectives of this project are to:
0
0
0

0
0

Reduce antisocial behaviourloffending behaviour.
Reduce crime and fear of crime.
Afford youth offenders a “life change” opportunity.
Improve quality of life within local communities.
Break the “too much time-turn to crime” cycle.
Promote the benefits of employment, education and training.

The project allows staff to refer youths that fall within the target group and who have given their
permission, to Careers Scotland, in an attempt to offer a positive direction and diversion from
persistent offending.
Agreed protocols and procedures have been established between North Lanarkshire Council,
Careers Scotland and Strathclyde Police along with a referral form and a small credit card to have
signed when out and about.
Disorder
Young people gathering, whether or not for the purpose of disorder, is a priority issue facing the
Sub-Division. Some may gather without any offensive intentions but this creates a perception of
disorder which results in repeated calls to the police by concerned members of the public. Others
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meet with the intention to commit disorder and these are the offenders that the police are currently
targeting through action plans and specific patrols.
Although there are areas where disorder occurs regularly, there is potential for it to occur in all
areas. Incidents can be sporadic and outwith expected patterns. Clearly, there are areas where
disorder can be anticipated and steps, such as the Sub Divisional Action Plans, direct resources to
areas of projected need.
Attention is given to the areas where young people congregate and concerns are highlighted to NLC
if a contributory factor is the physical make up of the location such as overgrown shrubbery, poor
lighting or shelter. A number of requests have been made of the Community Service Group who
have attended at various locations and carried out cleanup operations.
Sub-Divisional Action Plans
Every weekend or when needed, an action plan is instigated that seeks to address areas of disorder
throughout the sub-division. Officers on patrol are specifically deployed based on local intelligence
and recent incidents.
Any people who are considered to be involved in disorder, whether it be drinking in the street or
breaching the peace will be charged accordingly. If on arrival of the police there is no obvious
disorder then they may be searched if appropriate, moved on or other action taken. However,
without public support in terms of providing statements there is often not enough evidence to
charge.
The action plans are backed up by intelligence-led products, aimed at identifying and targeting
specific offenders whether it is in relation to disorder, controlled drugs or other areas of criminality.
These plans are based on a tactical assessment, allied to local intelligence and are reviewed
fortnightly in conjunction with the Divisional Tasking and Co-ordination process.
Also used as part of the strategy are hand held digital video cameras which are used overtly to
record incidents and groups in areas where community concerns have been raised. The cameras
were purchased through funding from NLC and already they have proved useful on a number of
occasions.
Communities against Alcohol Fuelled Violence
Overview
ND Sub Division has undertaken a structured approach to addressing the issue of alcohol related
violence, which has been identified as one of the key areas of policy, under the Divisional and Force
Control Strategies.
With this campaign commencing nationally on 3rd Dec 2007, ND Sub Division was pro active in
ensuring that the requirements of the campaign were met, addressing criminality, tackling youth
related disorder, enforcement and education via licensed premises and off sales, and providing high
profile public reassurance policing within the Bellshill, Holytown, Viewpark and Uddingston areas.
In order to fulfil the obligations of the campaign, the 'Communities against alcohol Fuelled Violence'
campaign was implemented in tandem with the local 'Festive Action Plan', thereby ensuring an
integrated approach to policing of ND Sub Division, during the month of December 2007. These
initiatives fell under the generic heading of 'Safer North Lanarkshire'.
Analysis
Actions during this period were based on effective incident and crime analysis, ensuring that a
focused and proactive approach was undertaken, tackling areas of greatest public concern, and
community need.
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Utilising the above methods, and employing analytical processes, and products, local actions were
instigated with a flexible approach, ensuring that resources were efficiently able to respond to
emerging trends relating to alcohol disorder. The core times were weekends, 1800-0500hrs, and a
total of 11 localised action template log were also utilised throughout the period, providing specific
disorder and alcohol related focus to individual beat areas.
Utilising information from Divisional Licensing and Divisional Analysts in addition to collated returns
via the ND Problem Solving Policing Unit, 12 off sales premises were identified within ND Sub
Division, which were associated with the greatest number of incidents of youth disorder and alcohol
related offences.
From this, three Off Sales premises were identified, where youths had been sold alcohol, and
persons reported for licensing offences. Further intelligence was sought via the Sub Divisional
EBR, and SID Voicebank.
In tandem with Off Sales related actions, officers were also engaged in regular high profile public
reassurance patrols. Five specific areas were identified; Bellshill Town Centre, Aitkenhead Road,
Tannochside and New Edinburgh Road, Viewpark.
Each of these locations were designated a ‘Safe Zone’, and were publicised via the Community
Safety Dept, Community Police and local press.
Further analysis provided accurate information about licensed premises which were of greatest
interest from an anti disorder/ violence policing perspective. Eight licensed premises were identified
in this way, allowing the local resources to actively address public disorder.
Enforcement
Methods of enforcement were robust, with prevention and detection of violent crime being given
priority. In addition, good use was made of the recently introduced fixed penalty notice scheme.
Youth disorder featured again during this period, and ND Sub Division continued to provide similarly
robust policing to local Hot Spots, for example, the ‘Jewel Scheme’, ND Beat 77. Regular action
plans continued throughout the period, and youths found to be committing offences were required to
be removed to a police office, for full recording of details, fingerprinting, photographing, and
submission of Community Intelligence.
Several persons were reported for offences during this period, and this pro active action resulted in
high profile offenders being charged, and where appropriate issued with Curfew Bail Conditions.

Pub Watch
The Sub Division has continued to implement the ‘Pub Watch ‘scheme throughout this period. This
scheme is coordinated locally via the Community Safety Dept, in order to support local license
holders, and to ensure that a strategy is maintained to address anti social behaviour by individuals
within licensed premises. This was also backed up during the campaign by an education and
information strategy, involving posters and leaflets.
Local elected representatives were also informed of the campaign, and this allowed members of the
public to provide community intelligence regarding alcohol related disorder and issues of concern to
local residents.
Mutual Aid
Force resources were also utilised, and ND Sub Division made full use of available assistance via
the submission of informative and structured bids to Divisional Tasking and Coordinating. Examples
of this included the assistance of the Mounted Branch to provide public reassurance patrols in the
vicinity of Kelvin Road, and Bellshill Town Centre, which featured in respect of youths attempting to
buy alcohol.
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Again, visits to licensed premises featured strongly during this. Electronic and hard copy briefings
were provided to those conducting mutual aid to ensure continuity and good working relationships.
Similarly, the Sub Division benefited from the valuable resource of Special Constables during the
campaign, who were individually tasked via the local Safer North Lanarkshire action plans to areas
of local concern.
Test Purchase Scheme
During December 2007, in conjunction with the ‘Communities against Alcohol, Fuelled violence
campaign’, ND Sub Division, constructed and implemented the ‘Test Purchase of Alcohol ‘scheme.
This has been targeted using intelligence led policing, with the aim being to prevent the sale of
alcohol to children and young persons, and to detect offences committed within off sales premises.
Closely managed reference to the Force SOP in relation to Test Purchase of alcohol was
undertaken, including briefing, deployment and debriefing of test purchasers and officers.
This careful reference to intelligence and preparation of operations has resulted in two off sales
premises within ND Sub Division, being identified as committing offences under the Licensing
Scotland Act 1976.
Further intelligence gathering continues, with the Sub Divisional EBR being a key tool in the
information and tasking of officers regarding licensing offences, all of which contribute to the holistic
approach to tackling alcohol related violence and youth disorder in ND Sub Division.
Parental Alert Scheme
This initiative continues across the Division, and provides intervention at an early stage to highlight
to parents that their children may be congregating in known areas of disorder/ complaints via
members of the public, and to address non criminal anti social behaviour before it becomes
offending behaviour.
Continued Sub Divisional Action ND
The Sub Division remains committed to phase two of the strategy, and have put in place a
Diversionary Matrix, outlining Sub Divisional commitments to ensuring violence is addressed.
These methods include Partnership working, with NLC, Careers Scotland, to facilitate education and
training of young persons.
In addition, the Sub Division is undertaking a series of schools inputs. The ‘Kick Start’ project
involves role play regarding the dangers of alcohol, drugs and violence. Further examples of
ongoing initiatives; include pro active confiscation of alcohol from youths, and the utilisation of the
mobile C C N , and anti disorder cameras.
Warrants
Proactive Unit and Uniformed officers continue to target outstanding warrants, particularly those
relating to serious and violent crime. Amendments to the Divisional Tasking and Coordinating policy
for prioritising of warrants for violent offenders and sexual offences has proved to be successful,
ensuring a proactive approach to enquiry and enforcement of these warrants, which has resulted in
notable arrest times.

-

Year Lonn Plans ND (Youth Disorder: Orbiston & Jewel Scheme)
The Sub Division continues to pro actively address issues of disorder in this area. Local action plans
have featured each weekend and more recently, weekday evenings, in response to localised acts of
disorder.
In addition, the Sub Division maintains close links with local analysts, regarding crime trends. This
work has proved invaluable in gaining intelligence regarding local gangs, and this work is beginning
to pay off. Several individuals have been Pro Actively disclosed to the Anti Social Task Force,
resulting in interim ASBO orders being sought in some instances. Additionally, several persons have
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been arrested/ reported in recent days at this location, for a variety of offences, including
possession of offensive weapons & misuse of drugs. We continue to provide the highest attention
to this challenge, in an effort to reduce the impact on the local residents.
The significant amount of work carried out by all partner agencies in this area has realised an
overall decrease in acts of Anti Social Behaviour since the last report. A previous four week
mapping exercise was carried out by Community Learning and Development in conjunction with the
YMCA to inform diversionary strategies has just been completed and results are presently being
evaluated.
In February, April 2008, Community Safety Dept in conjunction with Local Intelligence Officers, have
been able to offer diversionary packages to individual persistent offenders who have been involved
in previous criminality in the Sub Division. Again, with a view to providing alternatives to the pathway
of offending behaviour, which young offenders can find difficult to break free from, once hey have
entered the criminal justice system.
Police- ‘Safer Scotland’ Anti Violence Stratenv
Violence is something which impacts on policing every day of our working lives. Each and every
officer has a role to play in reducing this impact, and making Scotland a safer place for all of us.
The Association of Chief Police Officers (Scotland), together with the Scottish Government, are
about to embark on a year-long anti-violence campaign under the Safer Scotland banner. This
Scotland-wide campaign will be co-ordinated by the Violence Reduction Unit (VRU) at national level
and by individual forces at local level.
Although the campaign has three strands - knives, alcohol and group/gang-related violence, each
force will have the freedom to tailor these to the needs of their individual area.. This is to ensure
each force gets the maximum benefit from the campaign within the overall aim of reducing violence
across Scotland.
Breaking the circle of violence is a campaign launched by the new Chief Constable of Strathclyde
which looks to impact on the catalysts for violence and change attitudes towards violent behaviour
as well as detection of offenders. It is recognised that partners from the public, private and
voluntary sectors all have an important part to play in its success.
This communities-based focus, links in with our belief that violence is everybody’s problem. From
the outset, the Violence Reduction Unit have stressed that the police alone cannot change
Scotland’s deep-rooted culture of violence. Only by working with others - be they in the health
service, education departments or communities themselves - can we begin to make significant
inroads.
Communities are vital to this. Too many people in too many communities accept violence as part of
everyday life -they have become immune to it. We want these communities to lower their tolerance
to violence, to refuse to accept it as part of everyday life, and to work with us to make Scotland a
better, safer place to be. Each and every officer has a role to play in achieving this aim, be it through
stop and searches, alcohol initiatives or simply through talking to ordinary people in ordinary places
on a daily basis.
Wednesday 5‘h December saw the launch of the ‘Communities against alcohol fuelled violence’
phase of the Safer Scotland Campaign, to specifically address violence involving weapons and
alcohol. This phase has utilised significant additional patrols in locally identified areas, from
Regeneration funding and ‘Safer North Lanarkshire funding’
The use of analytical products has been of great assistance. Ownership of structuring local actions
has been delegated to local officers, who have the best knowledge of specific beat areas and local
criminals.
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In excess of thirty such local additional High Profile Patrols have been undertaken during the month
of January, and a smaller number of patrols by officers in plain clothes have been undertaken to
deal with any potential displacement of youths, which may occur.
Child Protection

All Officers are well aware of their responsibilities in respect of this issue. It is seen as irrelevant the
type of incident they are dealing with but if issues relating to child protection are identified, they must
be dealt with as a priority. This responsibility extends to road safety and officers have been on
patrol using the Falcon speed gun to impact on driver behaviour where concerns have been raised.
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Appendix 3

‘N’ Divisional Control Strateav

Violence, Disorder and Anti-Social Behaviour
Child Protection
Terrorism
Drugs
Serious & Organised Crime Groups
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Appendix 4

Ward 13 - Performance Information 2008 - 2009
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